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Long-term information storage

⚫Must store large amounts of data

✓Gigabytes -> terabytes -> petabytes

⚫Stored information must survive the termination of the 

process using it

✓Lifetime can be seconds to years

✓Must have some way of finding it

⚫Multiple processes must be able to access the 

information concurrently

⚫Solution: Store information on disk or other external 

media in units called files.
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Naming files

⚫Important to be able to find files after they’re created

⚫Every file has at least one name

⚫Name can be
“foo.c”, “my photo”, 

“4502”, 

⚫Case may or may not matter (Depends on the file system)

⚫Name may include information about the file’s 
contents, e.g.,

The name should make it easy to figure out what’s in it;   

Computer may use part of the name to determine the file type
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File Naming

Typical file extensions.
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File Structure

Sequence of bytes

(Windows & UNIX)

Sequence of records

(common in old days)

1 byte

1 record

12A 101 111

sab wm cm avg ejw sab elm br

S02 F01 W02

Tree

(large mainframe computers)
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File Types

(a) An executable file   (b) An archive
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File Access

⚫Sequential access

✓read all bytes/records from the beginning

✓cannot jump around

✓convenient when medium was magnetic tape

⚫Random access

✓bytes/records read in any order

✓essential for database systems
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File Attributes

Possible file attributes

⚫ Operating systems associate extra information 
with each file, called file attributes.
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File Operations

1. Create

2. Delete

3. Open

4. Close

5. Read

6. Write

7. Append

8. Seek

9. Get attributes

10.Set Attributes

11.Rename
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An Example Program Using File System Calls
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An Example Program Using File System Calls
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Directories

⚫File systems have directories or folders 

to keep track of files.

① A single-level directory has one directory 

(root) containing all the files.

② A two-level directory has a root directory and 

user directories.

③ A hierarchical directory has a root directory 

and arbitrary number of subdirectories.
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Directories - A single level directory system

⚫A single level directory system

✓contains 4 files

✓owned by 3 different people, A, B, and C

⚫ Common in early personal computers.
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Two-level Directory Systems

Letters indicate owners of the directories and files
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Hierarchical Directory Systems

All modern file systems are organized in this manner.
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A UNIX directory tree
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Directories

⚫Two different methods are used to specify file names 

in a directory tree:

① Absolute path name consists of the path from the 

root directory to the file.  e.g., cp /usr/ast/mailbox 

/usr/ast/mailbox.bak

② Relative path name consists of the path from the 

current directory (working directory). e.g,   

cp ../lib/dictionary  ➔ cp /usr/lib/dictionary
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Directories

⚫The path name are different in different systems:

✓Winodws: \usr\ast\mailbox

✓UNIX: /usr/ast/mailbox

✓MULTICS: >usr>ast>mailbox

⚫“.” and “..” are two special entries in the file system.

✓Dot (.) refers to the current directory (working directory). 

✓Dot dot (..) refers to its parent.
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Directory Operations

1. Create

2. Delete

3. Opendir

4. Closedir

5. Readdir

6. Rename

7. Link

8. Unlink
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Check points

① List three reasons for long-term information 
storage;

② What is sequence of bytes file structure?

③ Please list at least five common file attributes.

④ What is relative path name and why do we need 
relative path name?


